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SUMMARY 

 

 Utilization of smart phone devices have tremendously increased in day to day life within 

the past few years. Assisting user with relevant and location real time information is the major 

motivation for building a location based system.  

Recently, the interest in smart assistant has been great as well as object recognition frame wok 

on mobile devices. This thesis demonstrate the development of an Android smartphone 

application using Java and other google services. The project use the emerging Android 

operating system as a platform to connect with an object recognition framework on an external 

system. We propose this frame work to overcome the design limited capacity of mobile devices 

since object recognition algorithms require high speed calculations. This application also 

provides user with location based news where user can acquire news locally and globally on the 

map, different sources of news will be shown accordingly.  

The application allows the user to take images and locate the images’ physical address along 

with a panoramic view of the location, the application also match the similar images on the 

internet using the google reverse image search. 

This application use Google Android OS platform as well as Google Maps API, Google places API, 

Google reverse Image service, and Bing News Search Engine API to extract beneficial 

information and demonstrate the ability to combine these services to display important 

information and keep users connected. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the past recent years, Mobile technology has become essential part of human 

personal life. It has made its way into different aspects of human daily lives by becoming a tool 

human use to communicate with each other and with other devices. The usage ranges from 

customer service, work related application to social media and games and other wide type of 

communication. As internet access become easier and available on any location using the cell 

phone data plans with affordable cost on mobile devices, free Wi-Fi almost around every corner 

has given the user the ability to reach any required information from any location.  

Main part of this project is focused on building a client – server communication between 

mobile phone and a server. Due to the rapid improvement of image acquisition devices, high 

resolution cameras, Image and object recognition moved out of limited industrial and medical 

use and entered the mainstream and became widely popular another aspect of the new 

development is the smart phones are no longer isolated resources devices. They now are built 

with high sophisticated technologies with great data connectivity, however, the amount of 

needed processing to get instant real time result in is often infeasible while running object 

recognition algorithms on the mobile, therefore a client - server is being used to achieve the 

goal 
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Another main goal of the project is to demonstrate the power of combining different 

APIs with a deep learning module server to assist user with important location based 

information. The user does not need to understand the internal infrastructure of the system to 

get the needed data. It is as simple as starting the application and it will display news based on 

user location. The UI is interactive to the user and two icon button on the top for search and 

take image can be used during the course. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THESIS SCOPE AND FUNICTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

2.1 Motivation 

  In the recent years, mobile phones among all the other computing devices owned by 

human are the most likely devices to be carried. With the ability for instant access for data and 

high speed information exchange over the internet. This helped mobile phones to be accessible 

and connected at any given time and with the use of high speed computation servers there are 

new avenues starting up for human computer vision with a robust object recognition 

framework. The use of location services for example GPS also offers a better user experience 

relevant to user location and have that implemented along in one application can provide a 

more interesting user experience. 

2.2 Contribution of Thesis 

This application provide a client-server based system for an object-recognition 

framework on an Android smartphone. The application also provide the user with news on the 

map based on user search and location, the news comes from different local and global 

sources. User also can search images taken directly from the camera on the internet using 

google image reverse search.  
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2.3 Phases of Research 

 From idea generation to execution, different steps were taken while implementing this 

thesis project. It was important to be aware of the various existing technologies in the tech and 

research field, studying the different technologies to present different approach was a main 

goal of this project and that went as follows: 

1. Study the existing method for object recognition and map services: to achieve high accuracy 

object recognition, CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) was the selected method after 

comparing it with traditional CV methods as we will discuss further more in chapter 3. In order 

to be able to identify the best fit mapping framework. Google services was an obvious selection 

because it is the most widely useful and available service with many feature and capabilities 

that we will discuss further in chapter 4 and 5. Android based Google services offer a firm 

technical support and well explained documentation for the various useful APIs. 

2. Selection of server hosting provider: the application upload every taken image to the server 

and index the image name and location in MySQL database as well, after searching around and 

trying different services. 

3. Finding a reliable News Search engine: one of the major feature of the application is the 

news on the map search and finding the best candidate wasn’t an easy task as there are not 

many resources in this topic after google surprisingly stopped providing the news sources form 

the google news search API. Bing search engine was another sufficient search engine that was 

selected in spite of the limited support offered for the android based google operating system. 
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4. Application design: thinking through the process of connecting each elements to each other 

once the back and front end framework were selected. 

5. implement the client side mobile application: the implementation process were started of 

connecting all the different parts and APIs together, giving the application the ability access 

Google map API, retrieve a location from Google Places API that is hooked up with it to be able 

to search any location on the map, also be able to take pictures, upload them to the server and 

process the image and display location-based information to the user. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECT-RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

3.1 Object recognition 

Different methods and techniques are being used in DIP to transform input images. Various 

criteria must be taken into consideration while selecting the appropriate technique and it significantly 

depends on what result we want to achieve. In this chapter, popular algorithms from different 

approaches will be demonstrated. We will review the existing different object recognition techniques, 

such as the general function of SIFT, SURF, and convolutional neural networks which will be covered 

more in depth in this chapter. 

 

Figure 1. Traditional object recognition algorithm  

3.2 Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) become [1] a very well-known feature-based algorithm 

in 2004 after it was introduced by Lowe. A lot of different versions of this algorithm is existed in 

combination with other approaches in order to get rid of its disadvantages.
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All the algorithms are consist of four major stages [1] but here we are going to discuss the 

general SIFT. Firstly, all images are searched over all other images locations and all scales. With the 

difference of Gaussian (DOG) such a process can be achieved easily as shown in the figure 2. The left 

side contains a results of the convolution of an input image I with a Gaussian filter GA, which is 

calculated for all different scales. The difference of two adjacent scales is DOG.  

In the following two steps, extrema are localized and the orientation of each maximum is 

calculated. The Maximum and the minima of the DOG images are computed by comparing the pixel with 

its 26 neighbors. 8 neighbors in the current scale and 2*9 neighbors in the adjacent scales. [2][3]  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2. Various scales of Gaussian filter, which are subtracted to obtain the difference-of-Gaussian 

Lastly, keypoint or feature descriptors are presented in the last stage. Each different local 

feature produces a descriptor which has different information about the gradient magnitude and 

orientation around a sample point. That are is weighted with a Gaussian window and 4x4 sub smaller 

regions are combined into an orientation histogram. See Figure 3 
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Figure 3. 64 image gradients (magnitude and orientation) are combined to 2x2Descriptors 

containing histograms of the orientation. 

3.3 SURF - Speeded-Up Robust Features 

H.Bay, and et al. adopted SIFT as a model for their more advanced speeded up robust feature 

(SURF) algorithm. As a feature-based algorithm consists of the exact processes as SIFT, but 

provide a different innovations.  

At the beginning, features have to be specified. SURF uses integral images and the Hessian 

matrix to detect maxima. The Hessian matrix has an approximation of the convolution of Gaussian 

second order derivatives and the image. [4] 

 

Figure 4. Gaussian second order derivatives in y- and xy-direction 
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The second part of the algorithm is the description of interest points. The orientation of each 

square of a 4x4 grid each cell carry 4 samples around a feature is computed using Haar wavelet 

responses. 

 

Figure 5. 4x4 square grid over interest point which has 2x2 samples. 

 

4.4 CNN - Convolutional Neural Network 

Neural networks is known for one special type of recognition, which it can be superior over 

other types which particularly suitable for object recognition (deep) convolutional neural networks 

(CNN) concept was partially inspired by the biological human cortex in which one or more hidden layer 

and convolutional implies the use of convolution layers. 

The figure 6 below shows an example of the architecture where the Input images with 28x28 

pixels are convoluted with a filter to acquire 3D featured maps. A sub-sampling, or sometimes called 

pooling, degrades the amount of data. This procedure keeps going until a one-dimensional vector, which 

represents the different classes is acquired. 
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Figure 6.  Convolutional neural network using the subsampling and hidden layers. 

Like many existing object recognition algorithms, CNNs require a training to balance all weights 

of neurons. In that phase, various features are extracted See figure 7. As Low level features contain 

color, lines, whereas edges and corner belong to mid-level features. High-level features already include 

class specific forms or sections. [5] 

 

Figure 7. Results from a hidden layer. From left to right: low level, mid level and high level 

features. 

In the recent past years, the optimum object recognition algorithms has achieved accuracy rates 

of about 70 %. During last few years and the introduction of deep learning methods, new improvements 

were achieved. A very recent and complex algorithms achieve results far beyond the 90 % see Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The progress of accuracy rates of classical computer vision and deep learning regarding 

ImageNet. [6] 

Although the principles of NN is way older than the other methods, it still can compete with 

them in different ways. Especially the progress in the betterment of a faster hardware, it is no problem 

anymore to operate with the huge amount of parameters and equations. Especially taking into 

consideration the continuous enhancement of CPUs and GPUs, scientists expecting deep neural 

networks and in particular CNNs to be the most common way for object recognition in the near future. 
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CHAPTER 4  

ANDROID ARCHITECTURE AND LOCATION SOURCES IN ANDROID DEVICES 

 

4.1 Android OS Overview 

In the past years Android has become one of the most popular OS and the most 

widespread in world surpassing all other different operating systems in market shares. [7] 

The Android Open Source nature is one of the main reason for the One of the reasons its 

success, the android code is completely available for view and download at AOSP download 

page, i.e. every phone manufacturer have the capability to edit and customize it to fulfil to its 

needs as there is no need to develop a new operating system from scratch.  Users are allowed 

to contribute and develop the software by bringing new ideas and designs which make it 

unique OS in the way it is rooted and presented. 

As a result of that, other downsides may emerge and occur like have to deal with security issue 

due to the open source nature of the code where any programmer/hacker in world can read 

the code and be able to find bugs and use them for their own benefits, however the android OS 

has developed over the years some security features that prevent these kind of act and it 

became also a community responsibility to detect these security issues and fix them. 
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4.2 Android OS Architecture 

Linux kernel is the base core of the Android operating system. Four major logical layers are 

constructed using Java, C++ and C composed together to give us a structured comprehensive 

operative system 

• Applications: the operation system front facing side the actual interactive programs 

users see. They can be either written in Java with official SDK library support or in C# over 

the NDK official android support. 

• Application Framework: in order to handle applications different resources such as 

images and strings we need a reliable service to handle that along with content sharing 

between applications. 

 

• Libraries and Runtime: they are the main resources for both application and application 

framework which they provide a standardized way to access phone database storage, 

API services, and web browser components and so on. 

 

• Linux kernel: it’s the core for the android operating system and its lower layer where 

it’s also present the hardware components driver and the media to communicate 

directly to the phone physical components, these drivers are devices that are defined in 

the kernel and exist differently in each phone. 

In Figure 9 is represented the complete OS architecture along with all the macro 

components. 
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Figure 9. Android OS architecture 

Source: https://source.android.com/security/#android-platform-security-architecture 

After the java code is compiled into bytecode which is designed to operate on mobile device 

with ARM processors holding some specific characteristic to be registered based unlike the 

other classical java code which is stacked based. 

This thesis focuses the attention on the first two layers of the described hierarchy, i.e. the 

applications layer and the application framework layer. 

https://source.android.com/security/%23android-platform-security-architecture
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4.3 Android OS inter-process communication 

Many different components are what a single android application can contain. Each of 

those components should be declared in a manifest file. These different components belong to 

the following categories:  

• Activities: it’s generally contain the code for one or multi user focused task it’s usually 

associated with User Interface components (UI) and it should be declared with the 

manifest file. 

• Services: independently process runs in the background not necessarily seen by the 

user. The way services communicate with external environments is via interfaces that is 

available through different types of remote calls. 

Android inter-process is a mechanism used by android to provide isolated process 

environments for different activities and services and smoothly share information or send 

messages from one to another. This mechanism is functioning by the help of these following 

three elements: 

• Binder: binder is custom Linux driver that used to send/receive information efficiently 

widely used as light weight procedure call to communicate high demand performance 

communication. 

• Intents: they are small objects that can exchange different information/processes. It’s 

called intent because of the actual fact that message only sent when a process has the 

intention to interact with another different process/activity. The information carried by 

intents are either to specific destination or it can be as broadcast message being sent to 
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inform set of interested processes/activities about some status change that has 

happened i.e. a Wi-Fi status change can be information interning for both browser and 

social media application that uses Wi-Fi to notify the user for the change if the Wi-Fi 

has turned off or there is no longer available internet connection. 

• Content Providers: by using intents which are the fundamental elements of 

communication in Android interprocess, content provider expose particular data 

directly for specific processes for example one application may need to send some data 

to other application; this can procedure can be done by exposer application through 

implementing a content provider interface to specific required processes. 

4.3.1 Activity 

An activity [8] generally contain the code for one or multi user focused task it’s 

usually associated with User Interface components (UI) and it should be declared with the 

manifest file. Usually application either consist of one activity “main activity” or multiple 

activities, the main activity us the first activity appear to the user when the application 

lunched. 

Starting from the main activity, any activity can initiate and start another activity in order 

to preform different tasks, the previous activity is halted and saved in the stack i.e. back 

stacked. As the new activity starts, it moves the other activity back and become as the 

main activity, as the user press the back button, current activity moves out of the stack to 

allow the pervious activity to start up again.  
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Any activity built in the application must be declared in the android manifest file so it can 

give permission to the app to access it and run it by the operating system as the manifest 

file is the source of information that android operating system use to identify activities 

and services  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Activity Lifecycle 
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4.3.2 Fragment  

Refers to a segment of the user interface in a particular an android activity. More 

than one fragment could be combined in one activity to display multi-pane user interface 

and reuse it in multiple activities. [9]  

In this location based assistant, fragment has been used in the google map activity to 

show two different view of the map, one from the top, other is panoramic as shown in 

the screenshot below. (Figure 11) 

Two main ways to build a fragment and add it to the activity’s layout as shown below: 

• Adding a fragment in the activity layout xml file 

 

 

 

 

 

<fragment 

android:id="@+id/map" android:layout_width="match_parent" 

android:layout_height="match_parent" 

class="com.google.android.gms.maps.MapFragment" /> 
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Figure 11. Panoramic fragment and top view fragment of user location 

 

4.3.3 Services 

A Service [10] a components of an application that has the functionality of long 

running operations for certain activity in the background. Services can do multiple 

operations from the background like playing music, handle network connections, and 

interact with network content provider. Services can take three different forms: 

 Scheduled: this type introduced in Android 5.0 where jobscheduler can be used to 

schedule a certain job in certain time and then the system gracefully execute the 

job at the appropriate time. 

 Started: when activity or a fragment calls startservice() method it will perform a 

single operation and it stops by itself once it is completed. 
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 Bound: calling bindService() method cause a service to bound and it offers a client 

server interface allows activities or fragment to interact with different services 

Two main type of services  

1- Service: run in the main thread, usually takes a significant portion of the memory and 

slow down the performance of the running activity. 

2- IntentService: handles intents on demands using worker thread and it offloads tasks 

from the main active thread and it will not block the main thread running process  

 

4.4 Location Sources in Android devices 

One of the special modern technology that modern mobile application has is 

location awareness as users take their phone with them everywhere. Leveraging such a 

feature in an application add more pleasant and contextual experience to users and 

applications. [11] 

There are more than one way to determine mobile location, different sources can 

be used to extract location from, low power consumption criterion, mobility data usage 

and other criterion will be discussed in further details.  

Three sources for location are available almost in any Android device: GPS, Wi-Fi, and Cell 

network. Different specifications and features available in each one of these different 

sources in terms of power consumption, accuracy and coverage. 
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4.4.1 Global Positioning System 

GPS is the most widely used navigation system that was launched in 1960s in the 

U.S Department of defense to serve as global navigation system and coordination for the 

US military. At first it was limited number of satellite began 1978 and it announced to be 

fully functional in 1995.   

The small difference between radio signal receiving time and the broadcast time can be 

used as a way for the android GPS to determine the estimated location when the device 

receive a signal from the orbital satellite and it can find the location based on its 

geographical position. 

Android GPS_PROVIDER: It is the android most accurate available method although it might 

sometime take a while for the Android GPS location to get location fix (it is usually faster when the 

device is outdoors) [12] 

 

 

• Average Power consumption: the only objective of GPS device in Android platform 

is to obtain and locate the device on the map therefore that cause a certain amount 

of battery consumption that goes to achieve the user positioning operation and 

according to several sources, the estimated average power consumption for GPS 

devices for interval between 5 to 15 second is roughly 125 to 145 mA [11]. 

 

private boolean isLocationEnabled() { 

    

 return locationManager.isProviderEnabled(LocationManager.GPS_PROVIDER) 

             

} 
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• Coverage: out of all the three available sources and although it covers the entire 

globe but it still so limited and only can be efficiently [11]. used outdoors scenarios 

as it needs to be under the satellites sight and visibility and it doesn’t work indoor 

places or it works with very poor performance, therefore the coverage range for 

GPS can be sometime limited due to it is nature.  

• Accuracy: the accuracy of GPS is the [11].best out of the other existing two sources. 

The accuracy of GPS in a perfect conditions can reach up to 3 meters but in normal 

conditions, it can be between 3 to 10 meters, however; in bad circumstances GPS 

precision varies between 30 to 100 meters. Altitude and speed are also can be 

calculated by GPS. 

 

4.4.2 Wi-Fi based Positioning System 

The way WPS works is by gathering network information and send them to google 

server along with list of other currently visible address then google server searches this 

list with all other available  lists of other already known physical (MAC) addresses of the 

network device itself after that these locations gets triangulate to obtain the approximate 

user location. 

 

 Coverage: the coverage in WPS is way less narrow than GPS but is more efficient 

especially for the indoors scenario where GPS is not efficient versus what WPS can 

provide within its range. 
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 Accuracy: it can be considered as the most precise location provider among all the 

three source for indoor circumstance, in regular conditions, Wi-Fi positioning system 

can obtain a location accuracy between 3 to 10 meters; however, its accuracy 

decrease and it can obtain a range between 25 to 150 depending on the environment 

around. 

 

4.4.3 Cell-ID based localization 

While using GPS for outdoor localization is strongly effective, indoor localization 

systems have successfully developed different technology one of these technology is to 

use the mobile network GSM (Global system for mobile) to find the location of mobile 

users. A broadcast message frequently sent to the user and by surrounding geographical 

coordinates of the corresponding base station. 

 

4.5 Google Maps Javascript API 

The google maps API is a free service from google that is available and can be embed in 

any web site that is free to consumers. In order to be able to use the Google maps API, a google 

account has to be created and then sign up for an API key by agreeing on the terms and 

conditions of Google maps API.  

Google maps has a variety range of APIs for many different purposes such as embedding 3D 

digital globes (using Google Earth[13] ), embedding maps in webpage, include a street view 
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panorama into your website or without dynamic page loading, geocoding, directions, elevations 

and other information by just using URL requests.  

The latest version of this API (V3) has been used and applied in this project, because it is faster 

and more reliable on mobile devices, as well as traditional desktop browser applications. 

 

 

4.6 PHP 

PHP [14], which stands for Hypertext Preprocessor, is a server side scripting language 

that is mainly suited for server and web development. Originally created in 1994. It is used for 

creating dynamic web pages and to process that dynamic content on websites. It can also be 

used for 9 command line scripting purposes. PHP [14] can be combined with HTML and HTML 5 

document and it is compatible with most of the servers available today such as apache IITS. It 

can run on all the different platforms such as Windows, Linux, Mac, UNIX, etc. PHP has been 

used in this project for uploading images and location information to the server and also 

filtering out the files to allow only specific formats such as jpg files to be uploaded. PHP [14] is 

used for the storage, retrieval and processing of files on the server. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LOCATION-BASED ASSISTANT 

 

This application use of location based services and Bing News search API, and google 

maps to assist user find news on the map, object detection and recognition, find the location of 

picture taken from camera along with other GPS location details like longitude, latitude, 

altitude that can be beneficial use for different applications and practices. It takes advantage of 

modern technology and give the actual address of the place where the picture has been taken 

at and view that place in a panoramic view with the help of the new google maps API v3. 

The main characteristic of the application are: 

 Client to a CNN object recognition server      

 A list view of local news based on the user location with the ability to get news from 

anywhere in world from the map  

 A ability to take a picture from the camera and find a match using the image google search 

and find the image location  

 A server and MySQL database to host the taken pictures from camera and the location 

details as well after being extracted from the picture  

 Image loader along with a json reader to download and retrieve the information from the 

server 

 Display the loaded images and other location information 

 Analyze the GPS location information and find the actual physical address 

 View the image location on google maps along a panoramic view of the location
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My approach to build the application was first to create an activity that can fetch local news to 

the user based on their location, in addition to that later take a picture from the camera, 

process the image and upload it to the database to be saved at the server.  

5.1 Application launch screen: 

Once the application is lunched, the main activity “Spot-on News” will be loaded 

fetching local news from the Bing News Search API, the main activity will receive the news data 

and list it on the main activity list view screen. 

5.2 Object recognition functionality  

 An HTTP webserver and PHP installed to receive the posted image from the mobile app, 

on the client side, an image will be uploaded to a temporary storage folder on the server, and 

the deep learning object recognition module (ImageNet) which currently used will start running 

once image is received. Once image is processed as we discussed earlier, a label of the 

recognized object will be push back and saved on the server automatically as illustrated in 

figure 12 below   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Client – Server system overview 

CNN 

CNN 
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The ImageNet dataset has a training set with 1000 classes and about 1200 images per 

class and totally about 1.2 million images in total. The bigger the dataset is the better accuracy 

of object recognition the system achieve.  Below are few examples of the object recognition 

results after testing the client-server application with the needed time for each image upload 

and analysis 

 

Figure 13 Upload and analysis time 
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5.2.1 Training ImageNet 

After downloading the ImageNet training dataset and validation data, they will be 

stored on the server disk like: 

 

/path/toimagenet/imagenet/train/n01440764_10026.JPEG 

/path/toimagenet/imagenet/val/ validate_00000001.JPEG 

Trainings and validation inputs are saved as train.txt and validate.txt as txt listing all files and 

their labels. Adding more dataset to the current ImageNet images database will increase 

recognition accuracy significantly. The following examples (figure 14) are obtained results 

before and after training and figure 15 shows the validation and training accuracy increment 

with the increase of the training images sets in the same class  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Untrained vs trained ImageNet results 
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Figure 15 Train and validation recognition accuracy versus number of training images per class 
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5.3 Fetch news for a selected location:  

Google place picker API provide[17] a simple and flexible UI dialog that shows a map 

and user location with list of nearby places. The widget offers a smooth and consistent user 

experience working nicely with google and any other third party app. It also provide a very 

beneficial service which saves a lot of development time and that is the autocomplete feature 

which displays place prediction based on input form user.  Figure 16 and 17 explain the spot-on 

news system design and the work flow diagram. 

 

 

Figure 16. Spot-on News system overview  
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Figure 17. Work flow diagram [17]  
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5.3.1 Add a place picker 

 Following [15] steps are need to build the place picker: 

1. The PlacePicker.IntentBuilder() to bulid an Intent. 

2. Call startActivityForResult(), use a predefined request code to identify the result when it 

returned  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Application lunch screen 

 

https://developer.android.com/reference/com/google/android/gms/location/places/ui/PlacePicker.IntentBuilder.html
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/Intent.html
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/Activity.html#startActivityForResult(android.content.Intent, int)
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Place picker API is a great tool developed by Google that’s easy to build in and adapt 

with other map services, when the user tries to search for a location or tap on the location 

dropped pin, the place picker widget will select the new location as the search address for 

news. The news will be listed in terms of relevancy and the list view content will be News title, 

News source, News date and time as shown in figure 19. 

The Following code snippet is used to acquire news using Bing search API [16]. 

URIBuilder builder = null; 

try { 

    builder = new 

URIBuilder("https://api.cognitive.microsoft.com/bing/v5.0/news/search"); 

    builder.setParameter("q",address); 

    builder.setParameter("count","100"); 

    builder.setParameter("offset","0"); 

     

    URI uri = null; 

    try { 

        uri = builder.build(); 

    } catch (URISyntaxException e) { 

        e.printStackTrace(); 

    } 

    HttpGet request = new HttpGet(uri); 

    request.setHeader("Ocp-Apim-Subscription-Key", "Key API"); 
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Figure 19. Place picker search widget 

When the user chooses a news title from the listview[17], the selected news URL will be 

loaded in a the phone web browser as shown in Figure 20 
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Figure 20. Loaded selected news  

 

 

5.4 Image objects recognition and Localization: 

The app is setup to take image from camera and upload the taken images to a server, 

that server is linked with a deep learning module that process the image, recognize images 

objects and send back the recognized object name and picture. 
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5.4.1 Using HTTP Server  

After taking a photo using phone Camera, the application will start extracting geo-tag 

information and save them to a file, the file will carry a same name as the image and will be 

directly sent to a server to be saved and indexed in the MySQL database. 

 

 

Figure 21. MySQL indexed Images table 

Saving the data on a server is crucial part of object recognition and also it would a great 

feature for other applications that might the app be used for, for example, in Traffic light 

detector, or using drone to take photo and analyze it later it can also be a way to save data and 
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access it on the internet from different devices and different application everywhere versus 

having it saved on the internal memory limits its accessibility to only that device  

 

 

5.5 Finding the location and location manager: 

GPS service will start soon as the user opens the application and that will give the 

application the enough needed time to locate the position of the user in case the user chose to 

take a photo.  

The location can be found the location either by only the GPS device installed on every modern 

android phone GPS_PROVIDER or by using the cellphone network that the phone operating 

with NETWORK_PROVIDER. 

In order to be able to use one of these two API methods, it’s required by the android OS to have 

permission for ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION or ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, first API service for 

support GPS and the other one for WiFi and cellular network location 

 

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" /> 

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" /> 

 

5.6 Uploading data to server  

After finding the location and combining it into the image through the exif tag that 

images carry now it’s the time to upload the selected image to the server after compressing it 

to speed up the upload and reduce waiting time on the user end 
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Bitmap bmp = BitmapFactory.decodeFile(mCurrentPhotoPath); 

 final ByteArrayOutputStream bos = new ByteArrayOutputStream(); 

 bmp.compress(Bitmap.CompressFormat.JPEG, 70, bos); 

  

 

 progress = new ProgressDialog(MainActivity.this); 
 progress.setTitle("Uploading"); 
 progress.setMessage("Please wait..."); 
 progress.show(); 
 
 Thread t = new Thread(new Runnable() { 
     @Override 
     public void run() { 
         File f = new File(mCurrentPhotoPath); 
         File f2 = new File(mCurrenttxtPath); 
         String content_type = getMimeType(f.getPath()); 
         String content_type2 = getMimeType(f2.getPath()); 
 
                  String file_path = f.getAbsolutePath(); 
         String file_path2 = f2.getAbsolutePath(); 
 
         
         OkHttpClient client = new OkHttpClient(); 
         RequestBody file_body = RequestBody.create(MediaType.parse((content_type)), 
bos.toByteArray()); 
         RequestBody file_body2 = RequestBody.create(MediaType.parse((content_type)), f2); 
 
         RequestBody request_body = new MultipartBody.Builder() 
                 .setType(MultipartBody.FORM) 
                 .addFormDataPart("type", content_type) 
                 .addFormDataPart("uploaded_file", file_path.substring(file_path.lastIndexOf("/") + 
1), file_body) 
                 .build(); 
 
         Request request = new Request.Builder() 
                 .url("http://akramupload.pe.hu/photoupload/upload.php") 
                 .post(request_body) 
                 .build(); 
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5.7 Display data to the user: 

After uploading the image to the server, the next android activity task is  to analyze that 

data and pull the location information form the server and display it to the user in a 

presentable form, the location data include longitude, latitude, altitude along with the phone 

pitch, roll and azimuth angles that represent the phone orientation information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Taking image and the result after it being uploaded to the server 

5.8 Physical address: 

Finding image address is a way to give user presentable information instead of the 

longitude latitude numbers, using the location information and the following coding algorithm 

supported by google to find the actual physical address where the picture taken on  
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{ 
    Geocoder geocoder; 
    List<Address> addresses = null; 
    geocoder = new Geocoder(this, Locale.getDefault()); 
    latlongd[0]= Float.parseFloat(gpsinfo[0]); 
    latlongd[1]= Float.parseFloat(gpsinfo[1]); 
 
     
    try {        addresses = geocoder.getFromLocation(latlongd[0], latlongd[1], 1);  
    } catch (IOException e) { 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
    String address = addresses.get(0).getAddressLine(0);  
    String city = addresses.get(0) .getLocality(); 
String country = addresses.get(0) .getCountryName(); 
    String state = addresses.get(0) .getAdminArea(); 
     
    String postalCode = addresses.get(0) .getPostalCode(); 
    String knownName = addresses.get(0) .getFeatureName(); 
    Address.setText("" + address + "," + city + "," + state + "," + country + "," + postalCode); 
} 
 

 

5.9 Google’s reverse image search: 

Google has been the most used search engine ever been known in the internet, it offers 

different ways of searching information and one of the ways is through image in which people 

can look up images they already have in attempt to find if there are similar images or where 

these images originated from, this is known as a reverse image search. 

Performing reverse image search through phone device is not common knowledge and 

the way our digital assistant offer it is different in which all take the user to do is to take the 

picture from camera and click on the search image button on the details activity as shown in 

figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Google reverse image search 

 

5.10 Google map and the panoramic view:  

Using Google Maps API 3, user location will be sent to Google map servers to pull the 

user location, display on the map as well as a panoramic view of location. The overall steps of 

adding a map and panorama view to the application is the following: 

1. Setup the Android Software Development Kit and Google play 

2. Request an API key. A google account and registration for project in the google API console is 

required in order to get a signing certificate for your app. 
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3. Add the API key information to the application’s manifest. 

4. Add the google map to the application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Show image location on the map 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHALLENGES & FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

6.1 Discussion and conclusion  

There were some challenges were experienced during the implementation of this thesis 

project such as finding a reliable server, selecting a news search API that can provide sufficient 

services which was Bing News search API yet it provides a very limit support for Google android 

OS and for Java as well. The main goal of this thesis project was to build a core for a reliable 

location based digital assistant and showcase the ability of link this application with a deep 

learning module and combine both systems to provide instant object recognition to the user 

with sufficient accuracy. This Android application was written in Java and xml programming 

language, various java libraries has been used including http library to upload images, Json to 

parse the provided news from Bing API search Engine, various physical sensors also used to 

listen to user movement and phone orientation along with many other libraries to show the 

final result, the application allow user to view and access local and global news based on 

his/her location along with  the ability to search for the news on the map using place picker API 

and google map. 

 

6.2 Future Application Enhancements 

 

This thesis application was basically developed as a startup application for location 

based digital assistant and certainly there are many features that can added as a future work 

and endless number of features can be added. While working on this thesis project, Samsung 

released the Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+ which presented the digital assistant called “Bixby” for
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the first time which offer similar features to what have been showed in this thesis project such 

as nearby news, object detection “Bixby Vision”  and image search and matching.  

Regarding this application, certainly there are many other features that can be added and 

considered a good candidates for future enhancements to this application such as: 

 Multiple Objects detection and recognition at a time 

 Location Recognition with location information  

 Setup a filtered view to allow the user to search news that belong to certain category or 

a few other categories. Multilanguage support can be provided as well. 

 Show multiple location selections at one time 

  Let the user pick image form gallery in addition to using the camera to take image  

 Add a location remainder feature to assist user with schedule tasks and alarms based on 

his/her location 

 Build an in-house google image reverse search that retrieve image directly to the app 

without the need to externally invoke google search page  

 UI enhancements such as adding instruction and make the application more user-friendly  
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